We study a deformation of the defocusing nonlinear Schrödinger (NLS) equation, the defocusing CamassaHolm NLS, hereafter referred to as CH-NLS equation. We use asymptotic multiscale expansion methods to reduce this model to a Boussinesq-like equation, which is then subsequently approximated by two Korteweg-de Vries (KdV) equations for left-and right-traveling waves. We use the soliton solution of the KdV equation to construct approximate solutions of the CH-NLS system. It is shown that these solutions may have the form of either dark or antidark solitons, namely dips or humps on top of a stable continuous-wave background. We also use numerical simulations to investigate the validity of the asymptotic solutions, study their evolution, and their head-on collisions. It is shown that small-amplitude dark and antidark solitons undergo quasi-elastic collisions.
I. INTRODUCTION
The Camassa-Holm (CH) equation [1] is a completely integrable nonlinear dispersive partial differential equation (PDE), which has attracted much interest due to its soliton solutions, its applications to shallow water waves [2, 3] , and its interesting mathematical features, such as the long-time asymptotics [4] , and inverse scattering [5] . It is worthwhile to note that the applications of the model are not exhausted in the theme of water waves, but rather have extended more also to areas such as acoustic scattering [6] , as well as axial deformation waves arising in hyperelastic rods [7, 8] , among others.
On the other hand, the nonlinear Schrödinger (NLS) equation [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] is a principal completely integrable nonlinear dispersive PDE, that has been fundamental towards shaping our understanding in a diverse array of systems. These range from atomic physics [14, 15] and nonlinear optics [11, 16, 17] , to plasmas [18] , deep water waves [11, 19] , rogue waves [20] , and so on.
In an intriguing recent development, the work of [21] proposed a novel deformation of the NLS equation, as a member of a series of deformations of integrable equations. The corresponding deformation of the famous Korteweg-de Vries (KdV) equation produced the CH equation, hence it is of particular interest to study the relevant deformation of the NLS equation, i.e., the CH-NLS equation. In Ref. [22] the focusing CH-NLS system was studied both analytically and numerically, and its bright soliton solutions and their dynamics and interactions were explored; note, however, that in the work [22] no definitive conclusion about the complete integrability of the CH-NLS equation was reported.
Our aim in the present work is to explore the defocusing variant of the CH-NLS equation, and study its dark soliton solutions. Given the lack of information regarding the integrability of this model and the existence of exact analytical dark soliton solutions, we resort to asymptotic multiscale expansion techniques [23] . Such techniques have been used to demonstrate that several completely integrable systems can be reduced to other integrable models [24] . Importantly, these techniques have also been extended to the case of nonintegrable systems: in such cases, solutions of the reduced models can be used to construct approximate solutions of the original models. For instance, variants of the defocusing NLS equation have been reduced to the KdV equation, which allowed for the description of shallow dark solitons of the former in terms of KdV solitons (see, e.g., the reviews [25, 26] and references therein). This approach also allowed for the prediction of the existence of a structure known as antidark soliton, namely a dark soliton with reverse-sign amplitude, having the form of a hump (instead of a dip) on top of the continuous-wave (cw) background density [27] [28] [29] [30] [31] . Note that relevant studies employing multiscale expansion methods and predicting the occurrence of antidark solitons were recently extended to settings involving nonlocal nonlinearities [32] [33] [34] .
A brief description of our findings, as well as the outline of the presentation, is as follows. In Section 2, we present the model and briefly revisit its modulational stability analysis [22] . In Section 3, we use multiscale expansion methods to derive asymptotic reductions of the defocusing CH-NLS equation. At an intermediate stage of the asymptotic analysis, we obtain a Boussinesqtype equation; next, we consider the far-field of the Boussinesq equation, and derive two KdV equations for right-and left-going waves. We then employ the KdV soliton to construct approximate soliton solutions of the original CH-NLS equation; we show that these soliton solutions are either of the dark or of the antidark type, depending on the sign of a characteristic parameter. In Section 3, we present our numerical computations and results of direct numerical simulations. We calculate the error between the asymptotic solutions and the numerical solutions, and then we focus on the numerical study of the dynamics and head-on collisions of the dark and antidark solitons. It is found that such collisions are quasi-elastic for solitons of sufficiently small amplitude. We also show that collisions between different soliton types, i.e., between dark and antidark solitons are also possible and discuss the special conditions under which these can be realized. Finally, in Section 4, we summarize our findings and present our conclusions, as well as suggest a number of directions for future study.
II. MODEL AND CONTINUOUS-WAVE SOLUTION
As indicated above, our aim is to study the CH-NLS equation. This model was derived in Refs. [21, 22] when developing a theory of a deformation of hierarchies of integrable systems. In fact, the CH-NLS equation is the deformation of the NLS equation, in the same sense as the CH equation is the deformation of the KdV equation. In its standard dimensionless form, the CH-NLS equation reads:
where subscripts denote partial derivatives, u(x, t) is a complex field, σ = ±1 pertains, respectively, to focusing or defocusing nonlinearity, while a is a constant arising within the Helmholtz operator. Obviously, for a = 0 the above model reduces to the standard, completely integrable NLS equation. In terms of the complex field u, the CH-NLS equation can be expressed as:
To start our analysis, we use the Madelung transformation u(x, t) = u 0 ρ(x, t) exp[iφ(x, t)], decomposing the complex field u(x, t) into its density ρ(x, t) and phase φ(x, t); here, u 0 is an arbitrary complex constant. The resulting system of PDEs for ρ(x, t) and φ(x, t) possesses the exact (uniform) steady-state solution:
corresponding to the continuous-wave (cw): u = u 0 exp(2iσ|u 0 | 2 t). The stability of the cw solution (studied also in Ref. [22] ) can be investigated as follows. Let
where small perturbationsρ,φ are assumed to be ∝ exp(ikx − iωt), while k and ω denote the wavenumber and frequency. Substituting Eqs. (4) into the equations for ρ(x, t) and φ(x, t), we find that the latter obey the dispersion relation:
It is observed that in the case of the defocusing nonlinearity, i.e., for σ = −1, the cw solution is always modulationally stable, i.e., ω ∈ R ∀k ∈ R. On the other hand, for a focusing nonlinearity, σ = +1, the cw solution is unstable for k 2 < 4|u 0 | 2 : in this case, perturbations grow exponentially, with the instability growth rate given by Im(k). Note that, for a = 0, Eq. (5) reduces to the well-known [16, 17] result for the modulational (in)stability of the NLS equation:
. Thus, as was also found in Ref. [22] , the interval of modulationally unstable wavenumbers is shared between NLS and CH-NLS and, in both cases, the defocusing realm of σ = −1 is modulationally stable.
Below we consider the defocusing nonlinearity case and seek nonlinear excitations -i.e., dark or antidark solitons -which propagate on top of the (stable in this case) cw background. Notice that, for σ = −1, the long-wavelength limit (k → 0) of Eq. (5) provides the so-called "speed of sound", ω/k ≡ C = ±2u 0 (with the sign ± denoting the propagation direction), namely the velocity of small-amplitude linear excitations propagating on top of the cw background.
III. ASYMPTOTIC EXPANSIONS AND SOLITONS

A. The Boussinesq equation
We start our perturbation theory considerations by noting that the dispersion relation (5) is similar to the one of the Boussinesq equation, i.e.,
. This suggests the potential asymptotic reduction of the density and phase equations to a Boussinesq-like equation. Indeed, let us seek solutions in the form of the following asymptotic expansions:
where 0 < ǫ ≪ 1 is a formal small parameter, while the unknown real functions Φ and ρ j (j = 1, 2, . . .) are assumed to depend on the slow variables X and T defined as:
Substituting Eqs. (6) into the equations for ρ(x, t) and φ(x, t) and using the variables in Eq. (7), we obtain the following results. First, the equation for the phase leads, at orders O(ǫ 3/2 ) and O(ǫ 5/2 ), to the following equations:
Second, the equation for the density leads at orders O(ǫ) and O(ǫ 2 ) to the equations:
It is now possible to eliminate the functions ρ 1 and ρ 2 from the system of Eqs. (8)- (11), and derive the following equation for Φ(X, T ):
At the leading-order, Eq. (12) is a second-order linear wave equation, while at order O(ǫ) incorporates fourth-order dispersion and quadratic nonlinear terms, resembling the Boussinesq and the Benney-Luke [35] equations. These models have been used to describe bidirectional shallow water waves in the framework of small-amplitude and long-wavelength approximations; see, e.g., the expositions of [11, 19] They were also used in other contexts including ion-acoustic waves in plasmas [18, 36] , mechanical lattices and electrical transmission lines [37] . It is worth mentioning that an analysis similar to that presented above can also be performed in two-dimensional (2D) settings: indeed, 2D Boussinesq equations were derived from 2D NLS equations with either a local [38] or a nonlocal [33, 34] defocusing nonlinearity. Such studies are also relevant to investigations concerning the transverse instability of planar dark solitons [39] .
B. The KdV equation
Next, using a multiscale expansion method similar to the one employed in the water wave problem [11] , we will now derive from the Boussinesq equation a pair of KdV equations for right-and left-going waves. These models will be obtained under the additional assumption of unidirectional propagation. We thus seek solutions of Eq. (12) in the form of the asymptotic expansion:
where the unknown functions Φ j (j = 1, 2, . . .) depend on the variables:
(recall that C 2 = 4|u 0 | 2 ). Substituting Eq. (13) into Eq. (12), and using Eq. (14), we obtain the following results. First, at the leading order, O(1), we obtain the wave equation:
which implies that Φ 0 can be expressed as a superposition of a right-going wave, Φ
0 , depending on χ, and a left-going wave, Φ (L) 0 , depending onχ, namely:
Second, at O(ǫ), we obtain:
It is now observed that when integrating Eq. (17) with respect to χ orχ secular terms arise from the square brackets in the right-hand side of this equation, which are functions of χ orχ, not both. Hence, we set the secular terms to zero so as to avoid secular growth, and obtain two uncoupled nonlinear evolution equations for Φ
and Φ
0 . Next, employing Eq. (8), it is straightforward to find that the amplitude ρ 1 can also be decomposed to a left-and a right-going wave, i.e., ρ 1 = ρ
To this end, using the above equations for Φ
The above equations are two KdV equations for left-and right-going waves. Pertinent KdV soliton solutions will be used below for the construction of approximate soliton solutions of the CH-NLS equation.
C. Dark and antidark solitons of the CH-NLS equation
To proceed further, we focus on the right-going wave and introduce the transformations:
to express the KdV Eq. (19) in its standard form:
The above equation possesses the commonly known (see, e.g., Ref. [11] ) soliton solution:
where arbitrary constants β > 0 andχ 0 set, respectively, the amplitude (as well as the width and velocity) and the initial position of the soliton. Using this solution and reverting transformations back to the original variables, we find the following approximate [valid up to order O(ǫ)] solution of Eq. (1):
where the parameter q is given by:
and we have implicitly assumed that C = 2u 0 . The corresponding solution of Eq. (20) (the left-moving soliton) is given by the same set of equations, but for C = −2u 0 . At this point, it is important to mention that the approximate soliton solution (26) of the CH-NLS equation describes two types of solitons: for q > 0 the solitons are dark (density dips on top of the cw background of amplitude u 0 ), while for q < 0 the solitons are antidark (density humps on top of the cw background). The sign of parameter q depends on the range of values of a single quantity p ≡ a 2 C 2 = 4a 2 |u 0 | 2 : indeed, if 1/2 < p < 2 the solitons are antidark, else they are dark. For a similar scenario, but in a different class of defocusing NLS models, see Refs. [27] [28] [29] [30] [31] , as well as Refs. [32] [33] [34] for recent work on nonlocal media.
IV. NUMERICAL EXPLORATION
In this section we investigate the accuracy of our analytical predictions against direct numerical simulations performed by using the Exponential Time-Differencing 4th-order Runge-Kutta (ETDRK4) scheme of Refs. [40, 41] . However, before proceeding further, it is relevant to discuss at first the specific methodology used.
A. Numerical methods
First, we introduce the transformation u(x, t) = u 0 exp −2i|u 0 | 2 t ψ(x, t), and rewrite the CH-NLS equation as:
wherem = ψ − a 2 ψ xx . As is also the case with the defocusing NLS, this has the advantage of removing the time-dependent phase factor from subsequent calculations (and hence also from the boundary conditions). It is then clear that the approximate soliton solution of Eq. (27) [cf. Eq. (24)]:
representing an orbit homoclinic in the density with an appropriate (heteroclinic orbit in the phase) profile. While one can use inhomogeneous Dirichlet or homogeneous Neumann boundary conditions to tackle this problem, here we follow a different path. Due to our interest towards a spectral implementation of ETDRK4, we seek to realize periodic boundary conditions. To reconcile that with the nature of our dark soliton solutions, we solve the initial value problem (IVP) of Eq. (27) with an initial condition ψ(x, 0) = ψ 0 on the truncated spatial domain [−L, L], with the initial condition
Here, L * , with 0 < L * < L, is the (sufficiently large) width of the background pulse, while the particular value of the exponent γ ≫ 1 is not especially important; here we use γ = 34. Notice that for x/L * ≪ 1 the initial condition reduces to ψ 0 and thus the dynamics of the original IVP (on a smaller interval) can be obtained. Indeed, we have ensured that this is the case by considering different values of L * and L and checking that the dynamics do not change. For the figures shown below, we have used L = 2500 and L * = 1500. For all simulations below involving a single soliton (cf. Figs. 1-3) , for ψ 0 we use:
where ξ 0 = 1 2 √ ǫβ(x + 100), C = 2u 0 and q as defined in Eq. (26) . On the other hand, for simulations involving two solitons (cf. Fig. 4 except for panel 4(e) which will be explained below), we use for ψ 0 the product:
where
. At this point we should also note the following. In the single-soliton simulations, the same value of a is used both for the PDE and the initial condition. On the other hand, for the two-soliton simulations, a 1 and a 2 appearing through q 1,2 in Eq. (31) are treated as independent parameters, not related to parameter a involved in the CH-NLS equation. Thus, in the two-soliton collision case, we fix the value of a in Eq. (27) , as well as all other parameter values (along with a 1 and a 2 ) involved in the initial condition of Eq. (31), and integrate numerically Eq. (27) via the ETDRK4 integrator. The rationale of this towards considering different collision scenarios is discussed below.
B. Results of direct simulations
First, our aim is to explore the validity of our asymptotic, small-amplitude soliton solution and its proximity to a true solution of the CH-NLS model. We thus fix all parameters in Eq. (28) except for ǫ, which we allow to vary. We then calculate the L 2 norm of the difference between the asymptotic solution and the numerical solution on the space-time domain [−300, 300] × [0, 100].
Figure 1(a) shows a log-log plot of the norm as a function of ǫ; parameter values can be found in the caption, and correspond to an antidark soliton. As expected, the analytical and numerical solutions agree very well for sufficiently small ǫ (the error is at the order of numerical precision), but start to show differences once ǫ increases appears to grow in a way consistent with our theoretical expectations based on the expansion. The progressively increasing difference usually assumes the form of emerging linear radiative wavepackets. It may also have the more dramatic effect of splitting into a left-moving soliton and a right-moving soliton. Figure 1(b) shows a contour plot depicting the evolution of the density of the asymptotic antidark soliton solution, when ǫ is small. On the other hand, Fig. 1(c) shows a contour plot of the difference between the absolute value of the amplitudes of the numerical solution and the asymptotic solution. Similar results have also been obtained for the case of dark solitons. In particular, Fig. 2(a) shows a contour plot depicting the evolution of the density of a dark soliton for ǫ = 0.04, while Fig. 2(b) compares the asymptotic and numerical solutions.
To test how the asymptotic analysis and the validity of the approximate soliton solutions fail, we have also examined the case where ǫ is quite large. Results of simulations for anti-dark and dark solitons are respectively illustrated in Figs. 3(a) and 3(b) , in the case of ǫ = 1; other parameter values are as in Figs. 1 and 2 . It is observed that the antidark soliton of Fig. 3(a) agrees very well with the corresponding asymptotic solution (as the error in Fig. 1(a) suggests) . This clearly showcases the fact that the relevant parameter controlling the amplitude of the solitary wave is ǫβq/C 2 = −0.025 in this case, hence the analytical approximation is still very accurate. On the other hand, the dark soliton in Fig. 3(b) initially splits into a small-amplitude leftmoving soliton (with no radiation) and into a right-moving one (with much radiation). We remark that Fig. 3(b) is fairly generic among the large ǫ solutions. Next, in Fig. 4 , we show numerical results for soliton collisions. In particular, Figs. 4(a) and 4(b) depict, respectively, the collisions between two identical dark and two identical antidark solitons of opposite speeds, for ǫ = 0.1. As a contrast to Figs. 4(a) and 4(b) where a relatively small value of ǫ was used, Fig. 4(c) shows the collision of two antidark solitons for ǫ = 1. It is worth noting that although emission of radiation is much stronger in this case, the solitons practically remain unscathed after their head-on collision. Here it should be mentioned that the initial condition for all the above three scenarios was Eq. (31) with corresponding parameters found in the figure captions; particularly, in all cases, we used a = a 1 = a 2 .
As a final addition, we consider two special situations not predicted by the asymptotic analysis but found, rather, by purely numerical means. Let us first recall [cf. Eq. (26) ] that antidark solitons exist when 1/2 < p ≡ a 2 C 2 < 2 and dark solitons otherwise. The asymptotic solution then implies that dark and antidark solitons should not coexist on the same range of a values. Nevertheless, for values around the critical point p = 2, one might expect that dark (or antidark) solitons may retain their form for relatively long times even if, technically speaking, they are not supported in the domain p < 2 (or p > 2). We have found that this is indeed the case: as shown in Fig. 4(d) , a collision of an antidark soliton and a dark soliton, obtained for a 1 = 0.67, a 2 = 0.75 and a = 0.75, is possible. It is observed that the antidark soliton appears to keep its form over the integration time (though it may very well decay over a sufficiently long -considerably longer than the horizon of the present dynamical considerations-period).
The second situation deals with the fact that all previous solitons have had nearly the same speed. This is no accident as the soliton velocity v is given by [cf. Eq. (25)]:
Notice that when ǫ and β are small enough the velocity of the soliton approaches the speed of sound, i.e., v ≈ C = ±2|u 0 |. Although not shown, the initial profile splits into a left-moving wave and right-moving wave, except that the boost causes the left-moving wave to travel much faster, enabling a collision with unequal speeds. We then observe that solitons of different speeds can coexist and that their collisions are also nearly elastic in the small (solitary wave) amplitude regime considered.
V. CONCLUSIONS & FUTURE CHALLENGES
Using asymptotic methods on the defocusing CH-NLS equation, we have derived an effective Boussinesq-type equation (to describe bi-directional waves) and from there a pair of KdV models characterizing propagation in each of the one-dimensional directions. This has permitted us to systematically construct approximate one-dimensional coherent structures in an explicit way of both dark and anti-dark form, identifying their respective domains of existence.
We have then used systematic numerical simulations to illustrate that these structures indeed persist in the full, original CH-NLS model. Not only have we explored individual such structures, but we have also considered pairs of them and observed them to emerge practically unscathed as a result of their collisions in the regime of (small) amplitudes considered.
These results offer a first glimpse into the possibilities of the defocusing nonlinear realm for the case of the CH-NLS model. Nevertheless, numerous open questions still remain in this context. The technique used here only allows us to construct small-amplitude structures. Yet, the question of whether "deep" dark solitons (including black ones) exist and whether they are dynamically robust would require a different type of approach in order to be addressed. Additionally, whether such structures may be identified in closed analytical form is of interest in its own right. Furthermore, as far as we can tell, very little is known in either the focusing or the defocusing realm for the CH-NLS equation beyond the one-dimensional case. Questions including the potential collapse features, the existence and stability of vortices, among many others await further investigation and would be intriguing to explore in their own right. Relevant topics are currently under examination and will be reported in future studies. 
